
Physical
Geography
The natural 
features of a 
place.

Human
Geography
How humans 
affect or are 
affected by 
the earth.

Grid reference 
Identifies a 
location using 
grid lines labelled 
with letters and 
numbers.

Symbol
An image that 
represents 
something 
else.

Key
Explains 
what 
symbols 
on a map 
mean.

Climate
The weather 
conditions over 
a long period.

Port
A place where 
boats can go 
to load and 
unload their 
supplies.

Trade
The buying 
and selling 
of goods 
and skills.

Goods
Items of 
value that 
are traded.

Import 
Bringing 
goods into 
a place.

Export
Sending 
goods out 
to other 
places.

Island
A piece of land 
surrounded by 
water.

Ports and trade4

● I can use maps, atlases, globes and digital mapping.
● I can use N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W and NW on a compass.
● I can use four-figure grid references on a map.
● I can use symbols and keys.
● I know that Europe is a continent and I can locate it on a map.
● I can locate Liverpool, Naples and Rotterdam on a map.

How can I find out about different places?

● These locations are important for trade. Trade can include importing and exporting goods and skills.
● What is traded can be influenced by the climate and physical geography of the location.
● People have changed the environment around Liverpool, Naples and Rotterdam.
● Humans need to be responsible for sustaining the environment.

How has the physical geography of these
locations affected human geography?

Peak District & Snowdonia

Rainy climate, mild winters
and warm summers

Europe

Liverpool

England

River Mersey and River Dee

Sea Port

Irish Sea

Mount Vesuvius

Mild, rainy winters and hot,
dry summers

Europe

Naples

Italy

The Sarno

Sea Port

Mediterranean Sea 
and Tyrrhenian Sea

Rainy climate, mild winters
and warm summers

Europe

Rotterdam

Netherlands

New Meuse River
River Rhine

River Port

North Sea

City Country Continent

Climate Type of port Nearest Sea

Major rivers nearby Major mountain ranges nearby

Fieldwork
● Hampstead Heath - Orienteering session.

Symbols Key


